
 

 Colored Pencils 
  Lesson Handout 

 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION  
(from Wikipedia and www.historyofpencils.com) 

“...The first colored pencils appeared in the 19th century 
and were used for “checking and marking”. It was not 
until the early 20th century that artist-quality colored 
pencils were produced... Manufacturers included 
Faber-Castell in 1908 (the Polychromos range was 
initially 60 colors) and Caran d’Ache in 1924, followed 
by Berol Prismacolor in 1938...”. 

“Rising popularity of colored pencils as an art medium 
sparked the beginning of the Colored Pencil Society of 
America (CPSA). According to its website, “[CPSA] was 
founded in 1990 as a nonprofit organization dedicated to 
artists over 18 years of age working with colored pencil”. 
The CPSA not only promotes colored pencil art as fine 
art, but also strives to set lightfastness standards for 
colored pencil manufacturers”. 
 

TECHNIQUES USED WITH MEDIUM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

pressing hard         pressing light              layering   

 

 
burnishing                   stippling                3D shading  

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

  hatching     cross hatching    scumbling  

ARTIST EXEMPLARS 
PABLO PICASSO (1881-1973): Spanish painter, sculptor, 
printmaker, ceramicist, and stage designer, one of the 
greatest and most famous artists of the 20th century and 
the creator (with Georges Braque) of Cubism. 
CECILE BAIRD (born 1945): Signature member and 
5-Year Merit Award Recipient of the Colored Pencil 
Society of America (CPSA). Developed a realistic style 
that captures the drama, beauty and simplicity of 
everyday objects in her still lifes. Author of the popular 
art instruction book, Painting Light with Colored Pencil, 
published by North Light Books in 2005.  
CJ HENDRY (born 1988): Australian artist known for 
hyper-realistic, large-scale drawings of luxury objects 
using a self-developed scribbling technique 
 

BASICS FOR GRAFFITI LETTERING  
STEP 1) With pencil, lightly print your name in all caps. 
Leave room in between letters for them to grow into 
boxes or bubbles later. 

 
 
 

STEP 2) With pencil, bubble or box around your name 
in a constant width to end. Don’t forget to outline the 
insides of some letters, too. 
 
 
 

STEP 3) Erase the pencil lines inside box or 
bubble. You can even add little lines inside to 
make the letters more boxy or bubbly. 
 
STEP 4) With practice, you can be more creative when 
you box or bubble around letters by exaggerating 
corners and angles.  

With lots of practice, you will soon be able to skip step 1 
and just imagine the letter before creating the box or 
bubble. You can even overlap your letters! 

 

http://www.historyofpencils.com/

